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About This Content

Purchase this DLC unlocks Artwork Editor table!

This is a special table that you can customize playfield and cover as you like to.
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Wave shooter with a twist. It's not particularly challenging but it can still be a lot of fun. I cherish the screams of friends as they
realize the things that go bump in the night are getting closer.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HoicBDpJEa4&t=87s. Great support!
First it installed me outdated drivers, but after i sent the support my logs, they send me the right driver and fixed the problem..
10/10 would get a seizure again. disclaimer: I hate censoring swear words but Steam would do it for me anyway so sorry for
censored swear words lol)
This game is absolute sh*t. Everything about it is terrible - collisions, hitboxes, models, graphics (textures probably made in MS
Paint + NPCs' faces are just developers' faces, looking like drunk 15 year olds), driving, shooting, minimap, even fu*king
walking. Audio - shi*ty Russian raps, horrible voice acting and most sounds being just strange noises made by developers. It
may be considered "funny" but it doesn't change the fact that it's pretty bad as well. Developers themselves have put a
disclaimer saying that this game is so awful no one should play it.
VCB: Why City is a GTA parody mocking Russian streaming/YouTube community (well, I guess so). The plot is as re*tarded as
the rest of the game (one of the NPCs is called "MC Fu*cker", it kinda says it all), it's not really well structured either but
whatever. Missions work like those in old GTA games like Vice City - there are letters on the minimap, you enter a glowing
circle and the mission starts (wow crucial knowledge pal). The game lasts for about 4 hours - perfect time for such an
experience.
Gameplay, as I've said previously, is pretty numb - between the missions you travel around the town by car, missions themselves
are either driving around from checkpoint to checkpoint or killing all enemies on foot. There are 5 weapons - a pistol, an SMG,
a shotgun, a rifle and an RPG. They're all colourful which makes them look pretty interesting. Hitboxes are completely broken -
try shooting next to your enemies, it should kill them.
All those bad things make this game a masterpiece. VCB is so bad that it's perfect, it's like "Birdemic" in a video game form
(watch "Birdemic", it's an amazing film btw)
I highly recommend buying this game, especially because it's so cheap you can buy it on a sale with some of that money left
from the actual shopping. For a free game, this is great and can be quite addicting. However, I feel that there are some issues in
the gameplay that I hope will be addressed.
Your team's performance seems to be very much based on momentum. I've had huge winning streaks, and then as soon as it
ends, the team just goes through a long stretch where they can't seem to win against anyone.
Also, the player morale system is very difficult to work around. Once a player's morale drops to 30% or below, it seems
extremely difficult to get it back up, no matter what you do. It feels like a vicious cycle where the player is not happy, then the
low morale impacts the player's performance, then the poor performance by the player makes his morale drop even lower. In the
end the only way out seems to be to sell the low morale players and try to buy new players without impacting the morale of your
other players.. The book in itself is not all that great if you are looking for an independent from the game type of book.
However, if you enjoy the game the story makes alot of sense and leaves you with some good topics of philosophical debate. I
do not wish to bring in spoilers, therefore the review will be different from your normal review type.

I really enjoy the depth the author brought in the reasoning, though in my opinion the scenario in itself is a bit simplistic and
over the edge of utopiah (almost as bad as Star Treck). By reasoning I mean the author obviously put some serious thought
behind each individual reply and gives you so much to think about that you can't just say this is a bad guy. Actually, I had a hard
time, and still do, to pin the <<evil>> tag on the right donkey.

The end is open. I hope there will be a sequel.. Fun,Simple,Grows on you game play.... Even in early access, I freaking LOVE
this game. There really is so much to do, see, and accomplish in this game. Ive played my fair share of early access survival type
games, and besides one other, this one had me saying, OUT LOUD mind you, "Oh whaaat? No way!" and "That's awesome!"
and "Oh, Cool!" many MANY times. The music is quite well done and fits the different areas/times of day, the cell shading
style graphics works quite well, the puzzles are fun and engaging, and the town building is just the right pace. Its a damn fun
game so far!

Cons at this current build are

Combat feels sluggish
Unfinished questlines
Translation to ENG is pretty bad
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Control remapping is only about half working, and some controls are not explained well (Hard attack? How????)
Most player built town objects CANNOT be moved or even destroyed once placed. OCD homemakers beware.
Magic and archery feel underpowered.
Fallout style lockpicking minigame is VERY coarse. Usually takes 1-3 picks per chest. Needs refined IMO.
Current town and village NPC's dont move. Big cities full of people feel dead.. To start off this is a great game. Yes, it could use
some MAJOR improvements like in the hud and animations, death screens, etc but considering it's a somewhat new game it's
pretty good and it deserves more players. I enjoy playing the game but i think there should be different sounds, and again more
features. i would like to ask again and would appreciate some major improvements. I got the game for free and it was mainly to
idle it but when i opened the game i founded it very addicting. Recommended.. This game is very polished, simple and fun to
play. Disregard all the negative reviews. Some of us are okay with auto-fire! The game is easy to play, but maybe too easy for
some players. Young kid will love it! If you ever liked the old Choplifter game, this is pretty much the same, but with blocky
Minecraftish graphics and auto-fire.

I fully recommend this game for nostalgic reasons and because it's fun to play IMO! It's only $4! What do people want these
days for 1/2 the price of a meal?

The game runs silky smooth on my MacBook Pro:

Hardware Overview:

Model Name: MacBookPro 11,5 (Mid 2015)
Processor Name: Intel Core i7
Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz
Number of Processors: 1
Total Number of Cores: 4
L2 Cache (per Core): 256 KB
L3 Cache: 6 MB
Memory: 16 GB Type: DDR3 Speed: 1600 MHz
Video Card: AMD Radeon R9 M370X, VRAM 2048 MB

Operating System: OS X El Capitan version 10.11.6 (64 bit OS)
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Wanted to like it, but it reminds me of kids playing with map settings in different creators. As they continue, the maps become
crazier & sillier. The same happens here.. quot;But we'll be shot to pieces!"

Ah the immediate, blissful nostalgia of this game. There's something about Lords of the Realm 2, some quirk or nuance, that I
have never found a second time. A lifetime of playing real-time and turn-based strategy games, and Lords of the Realm 2
remains a unique stalwart; a champion in my books.

This game is worth buying for the overland music alone. The countless hours of excellent, medieval gameplay you'll get after
that is all bonus. Sweet, sweet bonus!. The game itself is pretty decent, but there is NEVER anyone online, and this game is only
multyplayer. Devs here's a tip. Add local matches with bots, and if possible, a campaign. It would make the game much more
popular. Would I recommend buying this right now? No, but buy it after it gets updated.. Works like a charm and I like the
quotes popping up - taken from real speaches the candidates have made.. I do like this game for the fact that the travelling
reminds me of Star Trails of Arkania for the random encounters and decision making.

The dice RNG does add a bit of strategy, but there have been many times where it simply was impossible to continue further
during certain mandatory encounters.

All in all though, a beautiful piece of art, decent casual trading game (buy low, sell high), and okay story so far, though perhaps
a bit melodramatic.
. It's not bad, it requires more words, but as a game, It's okay, would be good If you added more backgrounds.. Hella fun game.
Probably one of the best CYOA-games created since there are few that actually go beyond being purely text-based. The combat
system is a little strange, sometimes you can tell when an enemy is going to attack based on the text given but sometimes it
seems random--other than that, the story is interesting and the choices feel like they actually make a difference in how the story
progresses. Highly recommend to anyone who enjoys a story-driven, choice-based game that has a heavy fantasy and medieval
influence. Or y'know, if you just like being able to be a sorcerer.. This game is like a potatoe. A potatoe can be left to rot.
However you can choose to eat it still...

I choose to eat it...

The potatoe tasted bad...
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